
Make and Type Listing: 

1. The equipment listed above should be understood as:  
Survival craft: any lifeboat type including but not limited to freefall lifeboat, totally or partially enclosed LB, fitted with or without sprinkler/deluge system, 
fitted with or without an air cylinder, tender boat, rescue boat, inboard or outboard engines, propeller, or jet drives. 
Launching appliances: any davit type system including but not limited to davit launched life-raft, secondary means of deployment and rescue boat davit.  
Release gear: any hook release gear such as but not limited to onload/offload, freefall hydraulic, rescue and fast rescue boat release gear. 
Winch: any which types including but not limited to single/twin drum, hydraulic and electric. 

2. Some equipment might be not clearly identified as unique equipment type/range and might be part of the same skid unit assembly or rebranded under a 
new parent company name. in such cases when evidence is provided to the attending RO’s surveyor, this can be automatically be accepted by the attending 
surveyor without consulting the BMA. 

3. When a sub-contractor is acting as an independent company on behalf of a BASP, the attending sub-contractor is to be listed and included in the original 
BASP certificate of Authorisation. 

 
      

 

BASP/ANNEX/02 
Certificate Number: COA-BASP-097 Rev.1 

 

 
 

 
 Lifeboats - Conventional 

MAKE TYPE MODELS / series 

AB SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

Inflatable - Alumina  

Achilles SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

FRB 104  

Alusafe SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

700  

Asis SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

Merlin, SAR, 6.5  

Avon SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

ERB  

Balmoral SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

TELB 

Biancci & Checci SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

PE, TDL 

Beihai SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

SK-KR, BH-R, SC-KR, RB  

Castoldi SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

Jet Tender 



Make and Type Listing: 

1. The equipment listed above should be understood as:  
Survival craft: any lifeboat type including but not limited to freefall lifeboat, totally or partially enclosed LB, fitted with or without sprinkler/deluge system, 
fitted with or without an air cylinder, tender boat, rescue boat, inboard or outboard engines, propeller, or jet drives. 
Launching appliances: any davit type system including but not limited to davit launched life-raft, secondary means of deployment and rescue boat davit.  
Release gear: any hook release gear such as but not limited to onload/offload, freefall hydraulic, rescue and fast rescue boat release gear. 
Winch: any which types including but not limited to single/twin drum, hydraulic and electric. 

2. Some equipment might be not clearly identified as unique equipment type/range and might be part of the same skid unit assembly or rebranded under a 
new parent company name. in such cases when evidence is provided to the attending RO’s surveyor, this can be automatically be accepted by the attending 
surveyor without consulting the BMA. 

3. When a sub-contractor is acting as an independent company on behalf of a BASP, the attending sub-contractor is to be listed and included in the original 
BASP certificate of Authorisation. 

 
      

 

BASP/ANNEX/02 
Certificate Number: COA-BASP-097 Rev.1 

 

Colzani SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

BSC61  

Duarry SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

SR  

DSB SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

DSB, DSB-P&T 

Deustche 
Schlauchboot (DSB) 

SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

IRB 

EAMS SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

PKD 

Esvagt SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

Alu 460 F  

Euro Offshore SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

Blue Spirit, GJ500  

Fassmer SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

CL, CLC, CLR, CLX, GMR, SEL, PLL, PLT, EVO, DRAGON, TMGR, 
GAR, CFL, CFL-C, FRIR, FRR, RR 

Fast RSQ SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

FRSQ 

Gepa SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

G-FFF, G-RB 

Greben SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

PEL, TEL, FFL, PB, SC, RB 

Harding/Palfinger/ 
Mulder & Rijke/ 
Schat Harding / 

SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

LBT, MCB, MCH, MCO, MPC, TELB, MPC, CTL, KISS, Waterman, EL, 
M&R, Fiskars, PELB, CCF, TECB, MK I, MK II, MK IV, MK V, XL, KISS, 

6.0 - 12.9M, AMERICA, MK2, MK3, MK4, MK5, EL, 10-15, FF, LBF, 



Make and Type Listing: 

1. The equipment listed above should be understood as:  
Survival craft: any lifeboat type including but not limited to freefall lifeboat, totally or partially enclosed LB, fitted with or without sprinkler/deluge system, 
fitted with or without an air cylinder, tender boat, rescue boat, inboard or outboard engines, propeller, or jet drives. 
Launching appliances: any davit type system including but not limited to davit launched life-raft, secondary means of deployment and rescue boat davit.  
Release gear: any hook release gear such as but not limited to onload/offload, freefall hydraulic, rescue and fast rescue boat release gear. 
Winch: any which types including but not limited to single/twin drum, hydraulic and electric. 

2. Some equipment might be not clearly identified as unique equipment type/range and might be part of the same skid unit assembly or rebranded under a 
new parent company name. in such cases when evidence is provided to the attending RO’s surveyor, this can be automatically be accepted by the attending 
surveyor without consulting the BMA. 

3. When a sub-contractor is acting as an independent company on behalf of a BASP, the attending sub-contractor is to be listed and included in the original 
BASP certificate of Authorisation. 

 
      

 

BASP/ANNEX/02 
Certificate Number: COA-BASP-097 Rev.1 

 

Watercraft / Fiskars 
/ Normar 

NPT-F, RSQ, FRSQ, Stinger, MOB, WH, SP, FRB, RRB, ALU, MOB-L, 
LV, Rescue series, RB, 425 

Hatecke SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

GSL, GSP-FP, PEL, PL, GFF, RB, FRB 

Hansen SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

MP-741  

Hoei Senpaku  SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

HS, SO, SM, FO, FM 

Hyundai SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

HD, HT, HCL, HDL, HLB, HDFL, HDFN, HDF, HB, HD, HDR, HDFR 

IHI MACHINERY SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

GTC, GRB 

Japan Marine 
United (JMU) 

SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

GF, GT, GTR, GTC, S, G, MU-FN, FF, MU-GJ 

Jiangsu Jiayoan/ 
Jiangyin Xinjiang 

SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

JY-QFN, JY-QFP, JY-FN, JYM-FN, JY-FF, JY-GZ, GZ, GJ 

Jiangyinshi Beihai SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

JY, JYB, JYB-F, SC 

Jiangyin Neptune 
Marine 

SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

NPT, NPT-FF, SC, NPT-RA, NPT-R 

Jiangyin Wolong SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

JY-F, JY, JY-FH, FF, JY KR, DR 

Jet Tender SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

Jet Tender  



Make and Type Listing: 

1. The equipment listed above should be understood as:  
Survival craft: any lifeboat type including but not limited to freefall lifeboat, totally or partially enclosed LB, fitted with or without sprinkler/deluge system, 
fitted with or without an air cylinder, tender boat, rescue boat, inboard or outboard engines, propeller, or jet drives. 
Launching appliances: any davit type system including but not limited to davit launched life-raft, secondary means of deployment and rescue boat davit.  
Release gear: any hook release gear such as but not limited to onload/offload, freefall hydraulic, rescue and fast rescue boat release gear. 
Winch: any which types including but not limited to single/twin drum, hydraulic and electric. 

2. Some equipment might be not clearly identified as unique equipment type/range and might be part of the same skid unit assembly or rebranded under a 
new parent company name. in such cases when evidence is provided to the attending RO’s surveyor, this can be automatically be accepted by the attending 
surveyor without consulting the BMA. 

3. When a sub-contractor is acting as an independent company on behalf of a BASP, the attending sub-contractor is to be listed and included in the original 
BASP certificate of Authorisation. 
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Certificate Number: COA-BASP-097 Rev.1 

 

Joker SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

JF480  

Jørgensen & Wik SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

All series, EFIGES 22DC, RB, FRB 

Kangnam SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

LB 

Lancer SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

All series 

Lifeguard SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

IR  

Maritime Partner SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

Springer, Weedo, Seabear, Alusafe  

MARE SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

MS-GTC, MS-FRB, RB 

Narwhal SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

SV, RB  

Nautica 
International 

SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

RIB 

NGF SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

Open Lifeboat 

NINGBO 
DONGQIANHU 

SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

F-5 

Ningbo Kairong SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

NM 



Make and Type Listing: 

1. The equipment listed above should be understood as:  
Survival craft: any lifeboat type including but not limited to freefall lifeboat, totally or partially enclosed LB, fitted with or without sprinkler/deluge system, 
fitted with or without an air cylinder, tender boat, rescue boat, inboard or outboard engines, propeller, or jet drives. 
Launching appliances: any davit type system including but not limited to davit launched life-raft, secondary means of deployment and rescue boat davit.  
Release gear: any hook release gear such as but not limited to onload/offload, freefall hydraulic, rescue and fast rescue boat release gear. 
Winch: any which types including but not limited to single/twin drum, hydraulic and electric. 

2. Some equipment might be not clearly identified as unique equipment type/range and might be part of the same skid unit assembly or rebranded under a 
new parent company name. in such cases when evidence is provided to the attending RO’s surveyor, this can be automatically be accepted by the attending 
surveyor without consulting the BMA. 

3. When a sub-contractor is acting as an independent company on behalf of a BASP, the attending sub-contractor is to be listed and included in the original 
BASP certificate of Authorisation. 

 
      

 

BASP/ANNEX/02 
Certificate Number: COA-BASP-097 Rev.1 

 

Nishi F SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

CML, F, G, ML, FF 

Naiad SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

Rescue / Tender 

Nouvrania SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

Canguro  

Neuvisa SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

RR  

Noreq SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

LBT, FRB, LBF, RB, RRB 

Oceanwide Safety SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

HYPERBARIC, HLB 

OME SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

PHOENIX 

Pesbo SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

BS, BSC, BSL, BR-500 / 500FB / 650 

Pascoe Int'l SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

Rescue / Tender 

Polaris SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

Seamaster  

Raffel SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

470  

Ribcraft USA SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

Rescue / Tender 



Make and Type Listing: 

1. The equipment listed above should be understood as:  
Survival craft: any lifeboat type including but not limited to freefall lifeboat, totally or partially enclosed LB, fitted with or without sprinkler/deluge system, 
fitted with or without an air cylinder, tender boat, rescue boat, inboard or outboard engines, propeller, or jet drives. 
Launching appliances: any davit type system including but not limited to davit launched life-raft, secondary means of deployment and rescue boat davit.  
Release gear: any hook release gear such as but not limited to onload/offload, freefall hydraulic, rescue and fast rescue boat release gear. 
Winch: any which types including but not limited to single/twin drum, hydraulic and electric. 

2. Some equipment might be not clearly identified as unique equipment type/range and might be part of the same skid unit assembly or rebranded under a 
new parent company name. in such cases when evidence is provided to the attending RO’s surveyor, this can be automatically be accepted by the attending 
surveyor without consulting the BMA. 

3. When a sub-contractor is acting as an independent company on behalf of a BASP, the attending sub-contractor is to be listed and included in the original 
BASP certificate of Authorisation. 

 
      

 

BASP/ANNEX/02 
Certificate Number: COA-BASP-097 Rev.1 

 

Qingdao Beihai SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

BH, BH- F, BH-R, E 

Serenav SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

Totally enclosed series 

Shigi SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

SZ, VOX, FEL, SZ, GARS, TR 

Stocznia Ustka SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

FFB, FRB, R, RR, RIB 

Survival Systems 
International / 
Whittaker / Brucker 

SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

CA, Capsule 

Survival Craft SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

SC, FF 

Survitec (Brude, 
Zodiac, DSB, SCI, 
NPT, JY) 

SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

Explorer, FRB, SC, DSB, RB, NPT, IRB, RIB-S, RIBO  

Tsunesihi Forestry 
Co (Kambara 
Ringyo) 

SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

KL, TL 

Ustka Shipyard SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

All series 

Ufas Ulstein SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

Weedo  

Vadyar boats SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

All series 

Vanguard SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

VG, VG-HLB, VG-FF, VG KR, DR, FR 



Make and Type Listing: 

1. The equipment listed above should be understood as:  
Survival craft: any lifeboat type including but not limited to freefall lifeboat, totally or partially enclosed LB, fitted with or without sprinkler/deluge system, 
fitted with or without an air cylinder, tender boat, rescue boat, inboard or outboard engines, propeller, or jet drives. 
Launching appliances: any davit type system including but not limited to davit launched life-raft, secondary means of deployment and rescue boat davit.  
Release gear: any hook release gear such as but not limited to onload/offload, freefall hydraulic, rescue and fast rescue boat release gear. 
Winch: any which types including but not limited to single/twin drum, hydraulic and electric. 

2. Some equipment might be not clearly identified as unique equipment type/range and might be part of the same skid unit assembly or rebranded under a 
new parent company name. in such cases when evidence is provided to the attending RO’s surveyor, this can be automatically be accepted by the attending 
surveyor without consulting the BMA. 

3. When a sub-contractor is acting as an independent company on behalf of a BASP, the attending sub-contractor is to be listed and included in the original 
BASP certificate of Authorisation. 

 
      

 

BASP/ANNEX/02 
Certificate Number: COA-BASP-097 Rev.1 

 

Valiant SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

RB  

Verhoef SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

FL 

Viking Norsafe / 
Jiangyin 
Norsafe/Watercraft 
Hellas 

SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

JYN, MATHILDA, MIRIAM, MAUD, MAGGIE, MAXIMA, MINIMA, 
MAGNUM, MIDGET, MAKO, MERLIN, MATRIX, MAYA MUNIN, FR, 
M.6.55, EVOLUTION, PE, Watercraft Hellas, GES, E-GES, WH FRB  

Wuxi Wenjaio SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

WJ 

Wuxi Haihong SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

HH, FF, GJ 

Waterman SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

I Class  

Whitmarsh SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

SL  

Willard Marine SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

Willard  

Williams SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

SOLAS  

Yachtwerft meyer 
(Schiffswerft) 

SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

Tender  

Zhenjiang Marine 
Auxillary 

SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

YH, RB 

Zhenjiang Wolong SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

JY 



Make and Type Listing: 

1. The equipment listed above should be understood as:  
Survival craft: any lifeboat type including but not limited to freefall lifeboat, totally or partially enclosed LB, fitted with or without sprinkler/deluge system, 
fitted with or without an air cylinder, tender boat, rescue boat, inboard or outboard engines, propeller, or jet drives. 
Launching appliances: any davit type system including but not limited to davit launched life-raft, secondary means of deployment and rescue boat davit.  
Release gear: any hook release gear such as but not limited to onload/offload, freefall hydraulic, rescue and fast rescue boat release gear. 
Winch: any which types including but not limited to single/twin drum, hydraulic and electric. 

2. Some equipment might be not clearly identified as unique equipment type/range and might be part of the same skid unit assembly or rebranded under a 
new parent company name. in such cases when evidence is provided to the attending RO’s surveyor, this can be automatically be accepted by the attending 
surveyor without consulting the BMA. 

3. When a sub-contractor is acting as an independent company on behalf of a BASP, the attending sub-contractor is to be listed and included in the original 
BASP certificate of Authorisation. 

 
      

 

BASP/ANNEX/02 
Certificate Number: COA-BASP-097 Rev.1 

 

Zhongtian SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

ZTB 

Zhenjiang Henxin SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

GJ 

Zodiac MilPro SURVIVAL 
CRAFTS 

HURRICANE, PROLUX, MK2, CADET  

 
 

 
 
 
 

LRRS 

MAKE TYPE MODELS / series 

BC Service REALEASE 
GEARS 

U-Hook 

BADA (HI) REALEASE 
GEARS 

BDR, BHA, BHR 

BALDEN  REALEASE 
GEARS 

BD, BD-HR, BD-LBHR 

BMT Nigel Gee REALEASE 
GEARS 

8.5 T 

Certex REALEASE 
GEARS 

HSW, HSWI 

Cranston Eagle  REALEASE 
GEARS 

APR 



Make and Type Listing: 

1. The equipment listed above should be understood as:  
Survival craft: any lifeboat type including but not limited to freefall lifeboat, totally or partially enclosed LB, fitted with or without sprinkler/deluge system, 
fitted with or without an air cylinder, tender boat, rescue boat, inboard or outboard engines, propeller, or jet drives. 
Launching appliances: any davit type system including but not limited to davit launched life-raft, secondary means of deployment and rescue boat davit.  
Release gear: any hook release gear such as but not limited to onload/offload, freefall hydraulic, rescue and fast rescue boat release gear. 
Winch: any which types including but not limited to single/twin drum, hydraulic and electric. 

2. Some equipment might be not clearly identified as unique equipment type/range and might be part of the same skid unit assembly or rebranded under a 
new parent company name. in such cases when evidence is provided to the attending RO’s surveyor, this can be automatically be accepted by the attending 
surveyor without consulting the BMA. 

3. When a sub-contractor is acting as an independent company on behalf of a BASP, the attending sub-contractor is to be listed and included in the original 
BASP certificate of Authorisation. 

 
      

 

BASP/ANNEX/02 
Certificate Number: COA-BASP-097 Rev.1 

 

Cromox REALEASE 
GEARS 

N KR, Off load 

Dae Jin Hydraulic REALEASE 
GEARS 

THPA 

Davit International  REALEASE 
GEARS 

OLRH, OLH, RH 

Daijin  REALEASE 
GEARS 

On/Off load' Release & Retrieval systems 

Dalian Mingzhu REALEASE 
GEARS 

On/Off load' Release & Retrieval systems 

Fama  REALEASE 
GEARS 

HS 

Fassmer REALEASE 
GEARS 

Duplex, HLR, HR, HS, OLH 

Ferri  REALEASE 
GEARS 

Offload 2.5 T / 1448  /S1446 

Frekhaug Stål REALEASE 
GEARS 

All series 

Gepa REALEASE 
GEARS 

Onload Hook, G-FFRM, G-K, Hydraulic 

Global Davit REALEASE 
GEARS 

HPN, HRN, HRL, HR 

Greben REALEASE 
GEARS 

NLH, HRA 



Make and Type Listing: 

1. The equipment listed above should be understood as:  
Survival craft: any lifeboat type including but not limited to freefall lifeboat, totally or partially enclosed LB, fitted with or without sprinkler/deluge system, 
fitted with or without an air cylinder, tender boat, rescue boat, inboard or outboard engines, propeller, or jet drives. 
Launching appliances: any davit type system including but not limited to davit launched life-raft, secondary means of deployment and rescue boat davit.  
Release gear: any hook release gear such as but not limited to onload/offload, freefall hydraulic, rescue and fast rescue boat release gear. 
Winch: any which types including but not limited to single/twin drum, hydraulic and electric. 

2. Some equipment might be not clearly identified as unique equipment type/range and might be part of the same skid unit assembly or rebranded under a 
new parent company name. in such cases when evidence is provided to the attending RO’s surveyor, this can be automatically be accepted by the attending 
surveyor without consulting the BMA. 

3. When a sub-contractor is acting as an independent company on behalf of a BASP, the attending sub-contractor is to be listed and included in the original 
BASP certificate of Authorisation. 
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Harding (Palfinger) 
Palfinger Marine 
(Acta, Belyang, Davit 
Co., Harding, Mulder 
& Rijke, Ned-Deck, 
Schat-Davit, Schat-
Harding, Watercraft, 
Waterman) 

REALEASE 
GEARS 

H80, H86, LHR, KH, RRH, ARH, CAR, FFH, H, RH, RRH, KH, LHR, 
k4, k4fm, FFD Seacure, LB35MRS, AUTOMATIC RELEASE & 

RETRIEVAL SYSTEM (CAR35)35KN, FFH, TITAN 

Hatecke REALEASE 
GEARS 

Duplex, Simplex, freefall piston systems, FRBH, RAFTI 

Henriksen REALEASE 
GEARS 

HMK, HMKST, HLH, HCH, HRH 

Hidromar REALEASE 
GEARS 

Off Load series 

Hoei Senpaku REALEASE 
GEARS 

520, 650, 96 

Hyundai  REALEASE 
GEARS 

THP, Talon (I & II), freefall hydr jack 

Japan Marine United 
(JMU) 

REALEASE 
GEARS 

MKII 

Jiangsu Jiayoan / 
Jiangyin Xinjiang 

REALEASE 
GEARS 

JX, JXN, freefall hydr jack 

Jiangyinshi Beihai REALEASE 
GEARS 

HK, BG, BH, BHK, JYBHK, JX 

Jiangyin Neptune 
Marine 

REALEASE 
GEARS 

Hydraulic, NPT-HK, HKF, HKC, FH, ZDH 



Make and Type Listing: 

1. The equipment listed above should be understood as:  
Survival craft: any lifeboat type including but not limited to freefall lifeboat, totally or partially enclosed LB, fitted with or without sprinkler/deluge system, 
fitted with or without an air cylinder, tender boat, rescue boat, inboard or outboard engines, propeller, or jet drives. 
Launching appliances: any davit type system including but not limited to davit launched life-raft, secondary means of deployment and rescue boat davit.  
Release gear: any hook release gear such as but not limited to onload/offload, freefall hydraulic, rescue and fast rescue boat release gear. 
Winch: any which types including but not limited to single/twin drum, hydraulic and electric. 

2. Some equipment might be not clearly identified as unique equipment type/range and might be part of the same skid unit assembly or rebranded under a 
new parent company name. in such cases when evidence is provided to the attending RO’s surveyor, this can be automatically be accepted by the attending 
surveyor without consulting the BMA. 

3. When a sub-contractor is acting as an independent company on behalf of a BASP, the attending sub-contractor is to be listed and included in the original 
BASP certificate of Authorisation. 
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Jiangyin Wolong REALEASE 
GEARS 

HK, FHK, LBMR 

King Sheng  REALEASE 
GEARS 

21 KN 

LSA Service REALEASE 
GEARS 

LSA-H21 

Mad Rock Marine REALEASE 
GEARS 

ROC LOC 

MANSEI (Miura) REALEASE 
GEARS 

RH 

NADIRO REALEASE 
GEARS 

Nadiro DIB 

NAUTICAR REALEASE 
GEARS 

Rescue Boat 

Ningbo Kairong / 
Ningbo New Marine 

REALEASE 
GEARS 

JX, SK, SM 

Nishi-F REALEASE 
GEARS 

FF-IHM, NS, SR, SRS 

Pesbo  REALEASE 
GEARS 

BSC, BSL, On / Off Load Release & Retrieval Systems 

Qingdao Beihai REALEASE 
GEARS 

BG, BH-Hook, FS, knxs 

Servoship REALEASE 
GEARS 

2000 



Make and Type Listing: 

1. The equipment listed above should be understood as:  
Survival craft: any lifeboat type including but not limited to freefall lifeboat, totally or partially enclosed LB, fitted with or without sprinkler/deluge system, 
fitted with or without an air cylinder, tender boat, rescue boat, inboard or outboard engines, propeller, or jet drives. 
Launching appliances: any davit type system including but not limited to davit launched life-raft, secondary means of deployment and rescue boat davit.  
Release gear: any hook release gear such as but not limited to onload/offload, freefall hydraulic, rescue and fast rescue boat release gear. 
Winch: any which types including but not limited to single/twin drum, hydraulic and electric. 

2. Some equipment might be not clearly identified as unique equipment type/range and might be part of the same skid unit assembly or rebranded under a 
new parent company name. in such cases when evidence is provided to the attending RO’s surveyor, this can be automatically be accepted by the attending 
surveyor without consulting the BMA. 

3. When a sub-contractor is acting as an independent company on behalf of a BASP, the attending sub-contractor is to be listed and included in the original 
BASP certificate of Authorisation. 
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Sezamor REALEASE 
GEARS 

HL, HLR, HS 

Shackly REALEASE 
GEARS 

OFF LOAD' RELEASE & RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS 

Shanghai Jiangnan 
Boatbuilding 

REALEASE 
GEARS 

JN, HK, FF 

Shanghai Shengkong REALEASE 
GEARS 

JX 

Shigi REALEASE 
GEARS 

FF, FFRU, SRS, RH, JX, SZK, WP 

Stocznia Ustka REALEASE 
GEARS 

Off, On-load, Hydr Ram, SAO 

Survitec REALEASE 
GEARS 

SLA 

Survival Craft REALEASE 
GEARS 

Safelaunch, Safelaunch Titanium, Rocloc, SLA 

Survival Systems 
International / 
Whittaker 

REALEASE 
GEARS 

MK247, Suresafe, 504, Triple 5 

Tsunesihi Forestry Co 
(Kambara Ringyo) 

REALEASE 
GEARS 

43GS-1 (A, B, C, D) 

Tylaska REALEASE 
GEARS 

SS40 

Vanguard REALEASE 
GEARS 

C Safe, HK, SH, SHF 



Make and Type Listing: 

1. The equipment listed above should be understood as:  
Survival craft: any lifeboat type including but not limited to freefall lifeboat, totally or partially enclosed LB, fitted with or without sprinkler/deluge system, 
fitted with or without an air cylinder, tender boat, rescue boat, inboard or outboard engines, propeller, or jet drives. 
Launching appliances: any davit type system including but not limited to davit launched life-raft, secondary means of deployment and rescue boat davit.  
Release gear: any hook release gear such as but not limited to onload/offload, freefall hydraulic, rescue and fast rescue boat release gear. 
Winch: any which types including but not limited to single/twin drum, hydraulic and electric. 

2. Some equipment might be not clearly identified as unique equipment type/range and might be part of the same skid unit assembly or rebranded under a 
new parent company name. in such cases when evidence is provided to the attending RO’s surveyor, this can be automatically be accepted by the attending 
surveyor without consulting the BMA. 

3. When a sub-contractor is acting as an independent company on behalf of a BASP, the attending sub-contractor is to be listed and included in the original 
BASP certificate of Authorisation. 
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Verhoef REALEASE 
GEARS 

Arrowhead 

Viking Norsafe / 
Jiangyin 
Norsafe/Watercraft 
Hellas 

REALEASE 
GEARS 

DIB, HK, TOR, K4, NFFH, HRS, NLH, RCH, KD, FF, HRS, NHL, K4, 
NFF, K4FM, HD, 

VIT International  REALEASE 
GEARS 

On / Off Load Release & Retrieval Systems 

WALDER CROMOX REALEASE 
GEARS 

OLH, RB 

WENAAS AS AVD-
LOCHNER A/S 

REALEASE 
GEARS 

Clevis Hook CLC-16 

William Mills REALEASE 
GEARS 

Titan 

Wuxi Dongwoo REALEASE 
GEARS 

On-Load 

Wuxi Haihong REALEASE 
GEARS 

HH, HH-FF, HN, JX, Off load 

Wuxi Mingzi  REALEASE 
GEARS 

WHK, KN, T, HK, 150-T15, 31KN~37KN, 25T 

Wuxi Xinsheng REALEASE 
GEARS 

HX, KNXS, XS 

ZHENG JIANGYIN REALEASE 
GEARS 

'ON/OFF LOAD' RELEASE & RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS 

Zhenjiang Marine 
Auxillary 

REALEASE 
GEARS 

HK, SH 



Make and Type Listing: 

1. The equipment listed above should be understood as:  
Survival craft: any lifeboat type including but not limited to freefall lifeboat, totally or partially enclosed LB, fitted with or without sprinkler/deluge system, 
fitted with or without an air cylinder, tender boat, rescue boat, inboard or outboard engines, propeller, or jet drives. 
Launching appliances: any davit type system including but not limited to davit launched life-raft, secondary means of deployment and rescue boat davit.  
Release gear: any hook release gear such as but not limited to onload/offload, freefall hydraulic, rescue and fast rescue boat release gear. 
Winch: any which types including but not limited to single/twin drum, hydraulic and electric. 

2. Some equipment might be not clearly identified as unique equipment type/range and might be part of the same skid unit assembly or rebranded under a 
new parent company name. in such cases when evidence is provided to the attending RO’s surveyor, this can be automatically be accepted by the attending 
surveyor without consulting the BMA. 

3. When a sub-contractor is acting as an independent company on behalf of a BASP, the attending sub-contractor is to be listed and included in the original 
BASP certificate of Authorisation. 
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Launching Appliances 

MAKE TYPE MODELS / series 

A RIM MACHINERY LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

ARPV/RVD 

ACEBI LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

GRA, PF-R, PFDK, SPG JIB 

Acta LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

DR, DC, HSC, DSI0S, L, MOB 

Ascheo Srl LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

Single Arm, 500 

A-Tech LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

ATRPL, Single arm 

Atlas LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

1600/3000 

Aukra LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

AM, AMDT 

BADA (HI) LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

BD, BDFD, BDM, BDH, BDTD, BDTW, BFOD, HDF, BDL, 
BHI, Telescopic, Outrigger, BDR, BDRW, BDL, BDF, HDFL, 

HDF 

Brude LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

Kopas 



Make and Type Listing: 

1. The equipment listed above should be understood as:  
Survival craft: any lifeboat type including but not limited to freefall lifeboat, totally or partially enclosed LB, fitted with or without sprinkler/deluge system, 
fitted with or without an air cylinder, tender boat, rescue boat, inboard or outboard engines, propeller, or jet drives. 
Launching appliances: any davit type system including but not limited to davit launched life-raft, secondary means of deployment and rescue boat davit.  
Release gear: any hook release gear such as but not limited to onload/offload, freefall hydraulic, rescue and fast rescue boat release gear. 
Winch: any which types including but not limited to single/twin drum, hydraulic and electric. 

2. Some equipment might be not clearly identified as unique equipment type/range and might be part of the same skid unit assembly or rebranded under a 
new parent company name. in such cases when evidence is provided to the attending RO’s surveyor, this can be automatically be accepted by the attending 
surveyor without consulting the BMA. 

3. When a sub-contractor is acting as an independent company on behalf of a BASP, the attending sub-contractor is to be listed and included in the original 
BASP certificate of Authorisation. 
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Colts Engineering LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

Outrigger 

Compa Knuckleboom LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

HYDR, FRC 

CRAMM LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

CSDEW, 1200, 2500, CDT, SWL, Hydraulic 

Dae Sung Hvy Electric Co LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

FH 

Dan Davit LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

VD 

Davit International LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

D-BC, D-BR, D-FH, D-NP.MP, D-NP.SP., D-WP, D-FP, D-
ND, D-TT, C-F, C-S, D-F, D-TF, D-FH, D-FG, FFH, D-CL, D-

CBR, D-CR, D-NPS.SP, S-SR.SP, C-L, D-Crm.FR, D-
CRm.MOR, D-CRm.R.FR, D-NPS.FR, D-NPS.SP, D-TT, D-

RTT, D-RC, D-RB, D-BCR, D-GRH,  DSAD, D-CRH, DBR.SP 

Denizan LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

MTV 

DEZHOU HENGLI LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

YZ 

Dongnam Marine LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

DWS, DLRD, DSAD, DLRD, MOMO, Single arm 

DONG WOO Machinery LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

BD.01.572 / HINGED GRAVITY / DDD03-911 /  DWS9500 / 
LW60L, ZT, ERM, DBD, W, LW, LRDP 

DERGGEN LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

Electric 



Make and Type Listing: 

1. The equipment listed above should be understood as:  
Survival craft: any lifeboat type including but not limited to freefall lifeboat, totally or partially enclosed LB, fitted with or without sprinkler/deluge system, 
fitted with or without an air cylinder, tender boat, rescue boat, inboard or outboard engines, propeller, or jet drives. 
Launching appliances: any davit type system including but not limited to davit launched life-raft, secondary means of deployment and rescue boat davit.  
Release gear: any hook release gear such as but not limited to onload/offload, freefall hydraulic, rescue and fast rescue boat release gear. 
Winch: any which types including but not limited to single/twin drum, hydraulic and electric. 

2. Some equipment might be not clearly identified as unique equipment type/range and might be part of the same skid unit assembly or rebranded under a 
new parent company name. in such cases when evidence is provided to the attending RO’s surveyor, this can be automatically be accepted by the attending 
surveyor without consulting the BMA. 

3. When a sub-contractor is acting as an independent company on behalf of a BASP, the attending sub-contractor is to be listed and included in the original 
BASP certificate of Authorisation. 
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DSB LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

DL, SF 

Eide LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

RT 

EZBERCI MSA LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

Hydraulic 

Fama LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

FHD, FFH SP, ZO, ZT, ERM 

FASSI LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

F40 

Fassmer LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

FFH, FOD, FPD, FMPD, FHD, FLR, FSARR 

FERRI LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

1702 / 1872  / 1816/ 1713 

FLUIDOMECANICA LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

PBR, DM2 

FME LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

194 Single Arm 1.5 t 

FUCHS LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

ZR / LR HAM 

G&S SYSTEMS LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

TELESCOPIC / NW 

Gemmel and Frow LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

S.A.O 



Make and Type Listing: 

1. The equipment listed above should be understood as:  
Survival craft: any lifeboat type including but not limited to freefall lifeboat, totally or partially enclosed LB, fitted with or without sprinkler/deluge system, 
fitted with or without an air cylinder, tender boat, rescue boat, inboard or outboard engines, propeller, or jet drives. 
Launching appliances: any davit type system including but not limited to davit launched life-raft, secondary means of deployment and rescue boat davit.  
Release gear: any hook release gear such as but not limited to onload/offload, freefall hydraulic, rescue and fast rescue boat release gear. 
Winch: any which types including but not limited to single/twin drum, hydraulic and electric. 

2. Some equipment might be not clearly identified as unique equipment type/range and might be part of the same skid unit assembly or rebranded under a 
new parent company name. in such cases when evidence is provided to the attending RO’s surveyor, this can be automatically be accepted by the attending 
surveyor without consulting the BMA. 

3. When a sub-contractor is acting as an independent company on behalf of a BASP, the attending sub-contractor is to be listed and included in the original 
BASP certificate of Authorisation. 
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Global Davit LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

FHS, RMS, RHS, RHP, RHT, RHP, RSP, LMS, LHS, LGP, 
Rhp.HC, RHS-HC, GSP, GLP, SPG/E 

Greben LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

FF, GSP-FP, Promac, SPG 

GURDESAN  LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

GD, GDRRS, KHIS 

Hatecke LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

H, EB, S, W, FFA, FFB, GSP FP FFA-M / FFA-C / FFB 

HEAN MACHINERY LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

H2RL 

HIDROMAR  LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

Electrical, Hydraulic 

Hydrakraft LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

MOB 

Hydralift LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

MCV, HLDG Mob 

HYDRAMASKIN LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

HMC, Hydraulic 

Hydromarin LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

HMDA 

Iknow(Tsuji) LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

H, T, TC 

Imt Co Ilr LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

All series 



Make and Type Listing: 

1. The equipment listed above should be understood as:  
Survival craft: any lifeboat type including but not limited to freefall lifeboat, totally or partially enclosed LB, fitted with or without sprinkler/deluge system, 
fitted with or without an air cylinder, tender boat, rescue boat, inboard or outboard engines, propeller, or jet drives. 
Launching appliances: any davit type system including but not limited to davit launched life-raft, secondary means of deployment and rescue boat davit.  
Release gear: any hook release gear such as but not limited to onload/offload, freefall hydraulic, rescue and fast rescue boat release gear. 
Winch: any which types including but not limited to single/twin drum, hydraulic and electric. 

2. Some equipment might be not clearly identified as unique equipment type/range and might be part of the same skid unit assembly or rebranded under a 
new parent company name. in such cases when evidence is provided to the attending RO’s surveyor, this can be automatically be accepted by the attending 
surveyor without consulting the BMA. 

3. When a sub-contractor is acting as an independent company on behalf of a BASP, the attending sub-contractor is to be listed and included in the original 
BASP certificate of Authorisation. 
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Japan Marine United 
(JMU) 

LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

JY-HG, P, JYL, JYGR, JYPL, MUL, MUF, MU-GJ, MUR 

JEREMY ROGERS LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

Portable 

Jiangsu Jiaoyan/Jiangyin 
Xinjiang 

LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

DL, DF, DP, JYF, JY-HG, P, JYL, JYGR, JYPL, JYR, JYRC, JYW, 
FA, FF, JYF 

Jiangyin Neptune Marine LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

NDA, NPT, NPT-R, NPT-DF, DP, DR, DL, DW, 138 

Jiangyinshi Beihai LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

LB, LA, BHGH, BHGP, RB, HB, HDC, ESAD, PD, JYL, W, D, 
M, EHRD, FA, SA, SAC, SRH, FRH 

Jiangxin Jingsheng LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

FH 

KBCE LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

RB 

KGW  LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

RBP 1/3 

KYORITSU KIKAI CO   LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

DAVIT / WINCH 

LR  LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

AMS / VD 1500 

LURSSEN LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

Hydraulic 

MANSEI (Miura) LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

D, N, M, D-FH, Hydraulic, HLDP, R, SR, MVD 



Make and Type Listing: 

1. The equipment listed above should be understood as:  
Survival craft: any lifeboat type including but not limited to freefall lifeboat, totally or partially enclosed LB, fitted with or without sprinkler/deluge system, 
fitted with or without an air cylinder, tender boat, rescue boat, inboard or outboard engines, propeller, or jet drives. 
Launching appliances: any davit type system including but not limited to davit launched life-raft, secondary means of deployment and rescue boat davit.  
Release gear: any hook release gear such as but not limited to onload/offload, freefall hydraulic, rescue and fast rescue boat release gear. 
Winch: any which types including but not limited to single/twin drum, hydraulic and electric. 

2. Some equipment might be not clearly identified as unique equipment type/range and might be part of the same skid unit assembly or rebranded under a 
new parent company name. in such cases when evidence is provided to the attending RO’s surveyor, this can be automatically be accepted by the attending 
surveyor without consulting the BMA. 

3. When a sub-contractor is acting as an independent company on behalf of a BASP, the attending sub-contractor is to be listed and included in the original 
BASP certificate of Authorisation. 
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MARE LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

NRD-H 

Mariner LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

Hydraulic, MGM 

MARQUIPT LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

All series 

MacGregor LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

Hydraulic 

MENAMOR GALAXY LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

LB 

Menarom LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

CMPS 

Mjosundet LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

All series 

MOTORMAR  LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

FB 240 / 245 / 1000 hydraulic single arm 

MSD LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

Rigmaster 

Nanjing Dongsheng LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

ARL, YF 

Nautical Structures LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

All series 

Navacel LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

PRB 



Make and Type Listing: 

1. The equipment listed above should be understood as:  
Survival craft: any lifeboat type including but not limited to freefall lifeboat, totally or partially enclosed LB, fitted with or without sprinkler/deluge system, 
fitted with or without an air cylinder, tender boat, rescue boat, inboard or outboard engines, propeller, or jet drives. 
Launching appliances: any davit type system including but not limited to davit launched life-raft, secondary means of deployment and rescue boat davit.  
Release gear: any hook release gear such as but not limited to onload/offload, freefall hydraulic, rescue and fast rescue boat release gear. 
Winch: any which types including but not limited to single/twin drum, hydraulic and electric. 

2. Some equipment might be not clearly identified as unique equipment type/range and might be part of the same skid unit assembly or rebranded under a 
new parent company name. in such cases when evidence is provided to the attending RO’s surveyor, this can be automatically be accepted by the attending 
surveyor without consulting the BMA. 

3. When a sub-contractor is acting as an independent company on behalf of a BASP, the attending sub-contractor is to be listed and included in the original 
BASP certificate of Authorisation. 
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Ningbo Kairong LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

Single Arm 

Nippon Koki LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

SPLG 

Nordavit LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

FF, OPD, ORD, NDVE 

Noreq LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

H, HD, NPDS, NPD, SW 

Normarine LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

NM 

Viking Norsafe / Jiangyin 
Norsafe/Watercraft 
Hellas 

LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

A, C, D, E, H, HD, LH, LHD, NDA, NDC, NDC-L, NDSC, ND-
SPG, GRA, SPG, SW 

Ocean Stainless LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

0108 

Opacmare LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

XY 

Oriental LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

FD, GD, HGD, HGK, HPCO, SHS, RD, RTD, RDW, DHA, 
DMA, WI 

Palfinger/Harding/ Ned-
Deck/Red 
Rock/Schat/SEC/Watercr
aft 

LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

FAD, SA, SAR, SPLG, SSR, SRR, RSD, FF, FFPD, JYF, LA, 
FAD, FL, NDC-L, LAR, NPD-L, NRD, FPG, SPG, SPLG, FPH, 
VIP, ORD, OPD, GRA, LA, NT, NW, WID, SPO, SPR, PRH, 

SCM, SCHD, PFHS, SCH, RDA, A frame, FRPS, SCT, 
SPMOV, SAT, MS, WOD 

Palmer LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

Outrigger 



Make and Type Listing: 

1. The equipment listed above should be understood as:  
Survival craft: any lifeboat type including but not limited to freefall lifeboat, totally or partially enclosed LB, fitted with or without sprinkler/deluge system, 
fitted with or without an air cylinder, tender boat, rescue boat, inboard or outboard engines, propeller, or jet drives. 
Launching appliances: any davit type system including but not limited to davit launched life-raft, secondary means of deployment and rescue boat davit.  
Release gear: any hook release gear such as but not limited to onload/offload, freefall hydraulic, rescue and fast rescue boat release gear. 
Winch: any which types including but not limited to single/twin drum, hydraulic and electric. 

2. Some equipment might be not clearly identified as unique equipment type/range and might be part of the same skid unit assembly or rebranded under a 
new parent company name. in such cases when evidence is provided to the attending RO’s surveyor, this can be automatically be accepted by the attending 
surveyor without consulting the BMA. 

3. When a sub-contractor is acting as an independent company on behalf of a BASP, the attending sub-contractor is to be listed and included in the original 
BASP certificate of Authorisation. 
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Pellegrini LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

Gra series / VASS-45-E, SAR 

Qingdao Beihai LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

BD, BD-FF, BD-SA, LB, SA, SH, BW, BW-H, D, DW PV, PL 

Qingshan Shipyard LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

FH 

RANDER LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

Rescue Boat 

Rigmaster LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

Rigmaster, 10.5T, Cantilever 

Rims LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

Hydraulic 

SANGUINETI CHIAVARI LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

Hydraulic 

SAR LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

2.1/12 Single Arm 2.5t  / SAR 1.M.E / VASS-12-E 

SBI LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

DP 

Sekigahra Seisakusho LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

GHS, SH, SFB, SFA, SFC, SFD, SHS, SJS, SJR, SNW, SWE, 
STS, SSS 

Sekwang Marine LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

Single Arm 

Servoship LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

GH 



Make and Type Listing: 

1. The equipment listed above should be understood as:  
Survival craft: any lifeboat type including but not limited to freefall lifeboat, totally or partially enclosed LB, fitted with or without sprinkler/deluge system, 
fitted with or without an air cylinder, tender boat, rescue boat, inboard or outboard engines, propeller, or jet drives. 
Launching appliances: any davit type system including but not limited to davit launched life-raft, secondary means of deployment and rescue boat davit.  
Release gear: any hook release gear such as but not limited to onload/offload, freefall hydraulic, rescue and fast rescue boat release gear. 
Winch: any which types including but not limited to single/twin drum, hydraulic and electric. 

2. Some equipment might be not clearly identified as unique equipment type/range and might be part of the same skid unit assembly or rebranded under a 
new parent company name. in such cases when evidence is provided to the attending RO’s surveyor, this can be automatically be accepted by the attending 
surveyor without consulting the BMA. 

3. When a sub-contractor is acting as an independent company on behalf of a BASP, the attending sub-contractor is to be listed and included in the original 
BASP certificate of Authorisation. 
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Sezamor LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

C, HM, SLU, SM, KZL, WL, ZZ ZOL, ZOS, ZT 

Sheyang Saifuite LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

FH 

Sheyang Victor Marine LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

21 kn / 14 kn 

ShinMyung LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

SMLRD, SMRB, SMRBD, SMW, LRD-FT, TF, TH 

SMST LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

SMST YCT2285 

SORMEC ITALY LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

M-13 

SPP Machine Tech LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

LW / RW 

Steal Head Marine  LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

CT4000 

Stocznia Ustka LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

Hydraulic, HZ, PBS, PZ 

Survitec LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

CM, CH, DL, SCDB, SCDR 

Survival Systems 
International 

LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

LS, H/PL, PL, W 

Technimpianti LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

NHRB 



Make and Type Listing: 

1. The equipment listed above should be understood as:  
Survival craft: any lifeboat type including but not limited to freefall lifeboat, totally or partially enclosed LB, fitted with or without sprinkler/deluge system, 
fitted with or without an air cylinder, tender boat, rescue boat, inboard or outboard engines, propeller, or jet drives. 
Launching appliances: any davit type system including but not limited to davit launched life-raft, secondary means of deployment and rescue boat davit.  
Release gear: any hook release gear such as but not limited to onload/offload, freefall hydraulic, rescue and fast rescue boat release gear. 
Winch: any which types including but not limited to single/twin drum, hydraulic and electric. 

2. Some equipment might be not clearly identified as unique equipment type/range and might be part of the same skid unit assembly or rebranded under a 
new parent company name. in such cases when evidence is provided to the attending RO’s surveyor, this can be automatically be accepted by the attending 
surveyor without consulting the BMA. 

3. When a sub-contractor is acting as an independent company on behalf of a BASP, the attending sub-contractor is to be listed and included in the original 
BASP certificate of Authorisation. 
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TMA LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

Argani 

Towimor LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

BD, DA, DB, DC, FF, P, PB single arm 

TTS LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

HL6D, RB davit 

Ulstein Fama Spolka z.o.o LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

ZZ ZOL-series, WT, ZT 

UTSKA STOCZNIA LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

PZ, HZ 

VANDRIEL  LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

Jclm, RB 

Vanguard LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

DH, PR, PRH, HSD, MSD, VS, LE, PL, VGFF 

Verhoef LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

FL 

VEST Davit LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

Hydraulic, PL, PLR 

Welin Lambie LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

5600, 5500, DR, RW, SASD, 23-H6 

West Mekan LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

STDV 

Woo IL Heavy Machinery LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

DMA, Hinged gravity, NK 



Make and Type Listing: 

1. The equipment listed above should be understood as:  
Survival craft: any lifeboat type including but not limited to freefall lifeboat, totally or partially enclosed LB, fitted with or without sprinkler/deluge system, 
fitted with or without an air cylinder, tender boat, rescue boat, inboard or outboard engines, propeller, or jet drives. 
Launching appliances: any davit type system including but not limited to davit launched life-raft, secondary means of deployment and rescue boat davit.  
Release gear: any hook release gear such as but not limited to onload/offload, freefall hydraulic, rescue and fast rescue boat release gear. 
Winch: any which types including but not limited to single/twin drum, hydraulic and electric. 

2. Some equipment might be not clearly identified as unique equipment type/range and might be part of the same skid unit assembly or rebranded under a 
new parent company name. in such cases when evidence is provided to the attending RO’s surveyor, this can be automatically be accepted by the attending 
surveyor without consulting the BMA. 

3. When a sub-contractor is acting as an independent company on behalf of a BASP, the attending sub-contractor is to be listed and included in the original 
BASP certificate of Authorisation. 
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Youngnam Marine LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

YNHD, YN-LRD, LRW, single arm 

Zhenjiang Marine 
Auxillary 

LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

DS, DPS, DPZ, DZ, FH, HMD, MW, PL, LE, SH, SAC, SAF, 
SAFC, SA, HDCL, HDC, HSAC, FM55, HENGXSIN, FM, SAF, 

NXQ2-F40 

Zhenjiang Yinsheng LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

LYP 

Zhongtian LAUNCHING 
APPLIANCES 

ZTL 

 
Winches 

MAKE TYPE MODELS / series 

A RIM MACHINERY  WINCHES ARLD, HW 

Acebi WINCHES TBE, TE, TR 

Acta WINCHES HSC, DR, DCI0S, Hydraulic, AEG-AM 

Ascheo Srl WINCHES Hydraulic 

A-Tech WINCHES ATRPL 

BADA (HI) WINCHES FHW, BDW, BDF, BAW, BLW, BMW, BRW, BWL, BWR, Electric, 
Hydraulic, BHI 



Make and Type Listing: 

1. The equipment listed above should be understood as:  
Survival craft: any lifeboat type including but not limited to freefall lifeboat, totally or partially enclosed LB, fitted with or without sprinkler/deluge system, 
fitted with or without an air cylinder, tender boat, rescue boat, inboard or outboard engines, propeller, or jet drives. 
Launching appliances: any davit type system including but not limited to davit launched life-raft, secondary means of deployment and rescue boat davit.  
Release gear: any hook release gear such as but not limited to onload/offload, freefall hydraulic, rescue and fast rescue boat release gear. 
Winch: any which types including but not limited to single/twin drum, hydraulic and electric. 

2. Some equipment might be not clearly identified as unique equipment type/range and might be part of the same skid unit assembly or rebranded under a 
new parent company name. in such cases when evidence is provided to the attending RO’s surveyor, this can be automatically be accepted by the attending 
surveyor without consulting the BMA. 

3. When a sub-contractor is acting as an independent company on behalf of a BASP, the attending sub-contractor is to be listed and included in the original 
BASP certificate of Authorisation. 
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BMS Davinci WINCHES H07S4D 

Brevini WINCHES All Series 

Bryne Mekanikk WINCHES 60C67T87, D02T4S, 1107R4D, D07530, H03RT, H07R40 

Dae Sung Hvy 
Electric Co 

WINCHES Y 

Danfoss WINCHES OMSS, FO 

Davit Company WINCHES FM, EP 

Davit International WINCHES 02, 03, 04, 06, 07, 12, 14, 18, FFWH, W120L, D-Crm 

Dongnam Marine WINCHES DLBW, DNRD-HW, DSAC, DSAB, DSAD, DCPV, DLRD.HW, DWS, 
electric, hydraulic 

Dong Woo 
Machinery 

WINCHES DWS, DXW, A, AL, ARP, LRCH, LRDS, LW, RDBS, RW, electric 

DSB Engineering WINCHES DSB, DRM, HW 

Eide WINCHES HPL 

Fama WINCHES Hydraulic, ZO, Sp.ZO 



Make and Type Listing: 

1. The equipment listed above should be understood as:  
Survival craft: any lifeboat type including but not limited to freefall lifeboat, totally or partially enclosed LB, fitted with or without sprinkler/deluge system, 
fitted with or without an air cylinder, tender boat, rescue boat, inboard or outboard engines, propeller, or jet drives. 
Launching appliances: any davit type system including but not limited to davit launched life-raft, secondary means of deployment and rescue boat davit.  
Release gear: any hook release gear such as but not limited to onload/offload, freefall hydraulic, rescue and fast rescue boat release gear. 
Winch: any which types including but not limited to single/twin drum, hydraulic and electric. 

2. Some equipment might be not clearly identified as unique equipment type/range and might be part of the same skid unit assembly or rebranded under a 
new parent company name. in such cases when evidence is provided to the attending RO’s surveyor, this can be automatically be accepted by the attending 
surveyor without consulting the BMA. 

3. When a sub-contractor is acting as an independent company on behalf of a BASP, the attending sub-contractor is to be listed and included in the original 
BASP certificate of Authorisation. 
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Fassmer  WINCHES D52, DEW, DW, electric, FDW, FFH, FFW, FFWH, FW, FWD, HBR, 
hydraulic, RZ 

Gemmel and Frow WINCHES 760, 1000 

Global Davit  WINCHES W.HC, WL, WR, W02, W04, W05, W07L, WQ4E, W20, electric, RHS 

Greben WINCHES BE, EV, EW 

GURDESAN  WINCHES GD-KV, GD-FL, Hydraulic 

Harding 
(Palfinger)/Ned 
Deck/Schat 
Harding/SEC/Schat 

WINCHES W/ SCH, LR, ND, NDP, LA, BE, MW, NW, NDM15, 85,m RWH, EQR, 
PRHE, FME, RR, W, WH, TW, CW, EW, RW, W, 0, 08, 1, 16, 18, 2, 2, 24, 

3, SPR, SAT, NTP, PO, HD/EW, W 
16EV, BF, BH, CW, electric, FMR, SPLC, FME, LW, TL, TW, WL, 04, 08-

02, 2.22, 2.38, 2.58, ORD, OMP, SPR 
Haen Machinery WINCHES HED, RL, PC 

Hatecke WINCHES Hydraulic, W 

HIOSUNG 
CORPORATION 

WINCHES Hydraulic 

HISCHE AG WINCHES PP270 B, PP2 DSAB 

Hydramaskin WINCHES HMWR 



Make and Type Listing: 

1. The equipment listed above should be understood as:  
Survival craft: any lifeboat type including but not limited to freefall lifeboat, totally or partially enclosed LB, fitted with or without sprinkler/deluge system, 
fitted with or without an air cylinder, tender boat, rescue boat, inboard or outboard engines, propeller, or jet drives. 
Launching appliances: any davit type system including but not limited to davit launched life-raft, secondary means of deployment and rescue boat davit.  
Release gear: any hook release gear such as but not limited to onload/offload, freefall hydraulic, rescue and fast rescue boat release gear. 
Winch: any which types including but not limited to single/twin drum, hydraulic and electric. 

2. Some equipment might be not clearly identified as unique equipment type/range and might be part of the same skid unit assembly or rebranded under a 
new parent company name. in such cases when evidence is provided to the attending RO’s surveyor, this can be automatically be accepted by the attending 
surveyor without consulting the BMA. 

3. When a sub-contractor is acting as an independent company on behalf of a BASP, the attending sub-contractor is to be listed and included in the original 
BASP certificate of Authorisation. 
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Hydramarin WINCHES HMW 

IMO 
ANTIRIEBSEINHEIT 

WINCHES WD 

Iknow (Tsuji) WINCHES EB, TC, OAP 

INI Hydraulic WINCHES Hydraulic, IY, IYJ 

Japan Marine 
United (JMU) 

WINCHES Electric, hydraulic, MU, MUW 

Jiangsu Hualyin 
Marine 

WINCHES 10-100kN 

Jiangsu Jiayoan/ 
Jiangyin Xinjiang 

WINCHES Electric, hydraulic, RZ, FW, JYF, JYR, JYW, JYRZ, JYWN, JWY 

Jiangyin Neptune 
Marine 

WINCHES Elecyric, hydraulic, SC, DW, NPT, Y180M 

Jiangyin Wolong WINCHES JY-FH, JY-PL, LE, HE 

Jiangyinshi Beihai WINCHES Electric, hydraulic, JYB, IY-J3, ZPW, FFW, D2, DW, DZ, SAC 

KGW WINCHES RBP1/3-6/6,5 

Lake Shore WINCHES LS 



Make and Type Listing: 

1. The equipment listed above should be understood as:  
Survival craft: any lifeboat type including but not limited to freefall lifeboat, totally or partially enclosed LB, fitted with or without sprinkler/deluge system, 
fitted with or without an air cylinder, tender boat, rescue boat, inboard or outboard engines, propeller, or jet drives. 
Launching appliances: any davit type system including but not limited to davit launched life-raft, secondary means of deployment and rescue boat davit.  
Release gear: any hook release gear such as but not limited to onload/offload, freefall hydraulic, rescue and fast rescue boat release gear. 
Winch: any which types including but not limited to single/twin drum, hydraulic and electric. 

2. Some equipment might be not clearly identified as unique equipment type/range and might be part of the same skid unit assembly or rebranded under a 
new parent company name. in such cases when evidence is provided to the attending RO’s surveyor, this can be automatically be accepted by the attending 
surveyor without consulting the BMA. 

3. When a sub-contractor is acting as an independent company on behalf of a BASP, the attending sub-contractor is to be listed and included in the original 
BASP certificate of Authorisation. 
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LEWMAR WINCHES Manual / Electrica 

Manabe Zoki WINCHES BDW, R/L 

MANSEI (Miura) WINCHES Electric, hydraulic, 06, SW, MW, A, B,E, F, L, H, HRS, W, 06, AW, BW, 
DFH, EW ERW, FW, LW, MW, RW, SW, W, BA, BE, BH, LBH, RBH 

MARINER WINCHES Electric, Hydraulic 

Menarom WINCHES CMPS 

Mjosundet WINCHES All Series 

Motormar WINCHES Hydraulic 

Ningbo New 
Marine 

WINCHES DVSE, E, SP, NMW 

NMF WINCHES Hydraulic 

Nok San WINCHES ATRPL 

Nordavit WINCHES SP, E21 

Noreq WINCHES 1W-11300H, NPDS 



Make and Type Listing: 

1. The equipment listed above should be understood as:  
Survival craft: any lifeboat type including but not limited to freefall lifeboat, totally or partially enclosed LB, fitted with or without sprinkler/deluge system, 
fitted with or without an air cylinder, tender boat, rescue boat, inboard or outboard engines, propeller, or jet drives. 
Launching appliances: any davit type system including but not limited to davit launched life-raft, secondary means of deployment and rescue boat davit.  
Release gear: any hook release gear such as but not limited to onload/offload, freefall hydraulic, rescue and fast rescue boat release gear. 
Winch: any which types including but not limited to single/twin drum, hydraulic and electric. 

2. Some equipment might be not clearly identified as unique equipment type/range and might be part of the same skid unit assembly or rebranded under a 
new parent company name. in such cases when evidence is provided to the attending RO’s surveyor, this can be automatically be accepted by the attending 
surveyor without consulting the BMA. 

3. When a sub-contractor is acting as an independent company on behalf of a BASP, the attending sub-contractor is to be listed and included in the original 
BASP certificate of Authorisation. 
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Normarin WINCHES 1M132-20 

Oriental  WINCHES BWE, SWE, WL, RDW 

Parker WINCHES All Series 

Qingdao Beihai  WINCHES BW, BW-H, D, DW, electric, FF, hydraulic, SC, YSB 

Qingdao Zhonghai WINCHES YSB 

Quick Nautical 
Equipment 

WINCHES Dp2 

QUINSHAN WINCHES FH 

SANGUINETI 
CHIAVARI 

WINCHES Hydraulic 

SBI WINCHES SBI DW, DW 

Sekigahra 
Seisakusho 

WINCHES SWE, SNE, SNW, SNWV 

Sekwang Marine WINCHES Electric 

Servoship WINCHES PR 



Make and Type Listing: 

1. The equipment listed above should be understood as:  
Survival craft: any lifeboat type including but not limited to freefall lifeboat, totally or partially enclosed LB, fitted with or without sprinkler/deluge system, 
fitted with or without an air cylinder, tender boat, rescue boat, inboard or outboard engines, propeller, or jet drives. 
Launching appliances: any davit type system including but not limited to davit launched life-raft, secondary means of deployment and rescue boat davit.  
Release gear: any hook release gear such as but not limited to onload/offload, freefall hydraulic, rescue and fast rescue boat release gear. 
Winch: any which types including but not limited to single/twin drum, hydraulic and electric. 

2. Some equipment might be not clearly identified as unique equipment type/range and might be part of the same skid unit assembly or rebranded under a 
new parent company name. in such cases when evidence is provided to the attending RO’s surveyor, this can be automatically be accepted by the attending 
surveyor without consulting the BMA. 

3. When a sub-contractor is acting as an independent company on behalf of a BASP, the attending sub-contractor is to be listed and included in the original 
BASP certificate of Authorisation. 
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Sezamor WINCHES W, WL, WT, ZZ 

Sheyang Saifuite WINCHES Y1 

Sheyang Victor 
Marine 

WINCHES Electric 

ShinMyung WINCHES SMLRD, SMRBD, SMRB, SMLRD, SMW, SMRB, LRD-FT, TF, TH 

SMST WINCHES SMST YCT 

SORMEC ITALY WINCHES M-13 

SPP Machine Tech WINCHES LW, RW 

Stocznia Ustka WINCHES HZ, PBS 

Survitec WINCHES W, YZ, SC, DW 

Survival Systems 
International 

WINCHES W 

Technimpinati WINCHES RBEW 

Towimor WINCHES FF, Hydraulic, NR, WL, WT 



Make and Type Listing: 

1. The equipment listed above should be understood as:  
Survival craft: any lifeboat type including but not limited to freefall lifeboat, totally or partially enclosed LB, fitted with or without sprinkler/deluge system, 
fitted with or without an air cylinder, tender boat, rescue boat, inboard or outboard engines, propeller, or jet drives. 
Launching appliances: any davit type system including but not limited to davit launched life-raft, secondary means of deployment and rescue boat davit.  
Release gear: any hook release gear such as but not limited to onload/offload, freefall hydraulic, rescue and fast rescue boat release gear. 
Winch: any which types including but not limited to single/twin drum, hydraulic and electric. 

2. Some equipment might be not clearly identified as unique equipment type/range and might be part of the same skid unit assembly or rebranded under a 
new parent company name. in such cases when evidence is provided to the attending RO’s surveyor, this can be automatically be accepted by the attending 
surveyor without consulting the BMA. 

3. When a sub-contractor is acting as an independent company on behalf of a BASP, the attending sub-contractor is to be listed and included in the original 
BASP certificate of Authorisation. 
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TTS WINCHES HL60 

Ulstein Fama 
Spolka Z.O.O 

WINCHES WL, WT 

Vanguard WINCHES Electric, hydraulic, LE, PL, VGFF 

VEST Davit WINCHES C, hydraulic 

Viking Norsafe / 
Jiangyin 
Norsafe/Watercraft 
Hellas 

WINCHES NDA, NDC-L, NDSC, NRB, NW, NWR, NW-NO, MW, DCL, A, DW, HD 

Welin Lambie WINCHES 377, 5507, 5509, 5613, 5629, RBW 

Westmekan WINCHES STDV 

Woo IL Heavy 
Machinery 

WINCHES DMA, NK 

Wuxi Huahai 
Marine 
Equipment 

WINCHES Electric, HMD, HMW, MW 

Wuxi Dongwoo WINCHES D, DS, DZ, DZY 

Youngnam Marine WINCHES Electric, YN, YNLW, YNRW, YN-LRW 

Zhenjiang Marine 
Auxiliary 

WINCHES electric, hydraulic, DH, DS, DPS, DPZ, DW, DZ, FH, HMD, MW, D, DP, 
NXQ2, RAF, SB, SAFC, DP1002 



Make and Type Listing: 

1. The equipment listed above should be understood as:  
Survival craft: any lifeboat type including but not limited to freefall lifeboat, totally or partially enclosed LB, fitted with or without sprinkler/deluge system, 
fitted with or without an air cylinder, tender boat, rescue boat, inboard or outboard engines, propeller, or jet drives. 
Launching appliances: any davit type system including but not limited to davit launched life-raft, secondary means of deployment and rescue boat davit.  
Release gear: any hook release gear such as but not limited to onload/offload, freefall hydraulic, rescue and fast rescue boat release gear. 
Winch: any which types including but not limited to single/twin drum, hydraulic and electric. 

2. Some equipment might be not clearly identified as unique equipment type/range and might be part of the same skid unit assembly or rebranded under a 
new parent company name. in such cases when evidence is provided to the attending RO’s surveyor, this can be automatically be accepted by the attending 
surveyor without consulting the BMA. 

3. When a sub-contractor is acting as an independent company on behalf of a BASP, the attending sub-contractor is to be listed and included in the original 
BASP certificate of Authorisation. 
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Zhenjiang 
Yingsheng 

WINCHES D2b63/30, DZB 

Zollern WINCHES ZBH, ZHB, ZHP, ZR 

 


